An international conference to be held at the Welsh School of Architecture, Cardiff, Wales, UK, from 27-30 June 2018

Monday 27th June - Day 1

REGISTRATION, COFFEE AND - 2nd Floor Architecture Reception, Bute Building

WEDNESDAY 28TH JUNE - DAY 2

SESSION 4: Chair: Mirol Gontarić / Support: Siyu Duan

SESSION 5: Chair: Robert Greaves / Support: Siyu Duan

SESSION 6: Chair: Jamie Reilly / Support: Siyu Duan

SESSION 7: Chair: Dr. Petro Goytisolo / Support: Siyu Duan

CONFERENCE DINNER - Coffee break - 2nd Floor Architecture Reception, Bute Building / film viewings in Birt Acres, 1st floor

Discussion

Fauvist House - Roger Mullin (Dalhousie University)

Discussion

Losing control, or the generosity of knowing when to stop - Mark Parsons (Studio Polpo)

Architect Goes Beyond- Residential Projects as a Case - Ahlam Harahsheh (Sheffield School of Architecture)

Complex Oscillations of Generosity - Wendy Perring (PAD Studio) with Roger Tyrell (Chora)

Coffee break - 2nd Floor Architecture Reception, Bute Building

KEYNOTE ADDRESS 3 - Dr. Chris L. Smith (The University of Sydney)

Welcoming remarks from Welsh Assembly Member Vaughan Gething and KEYNOTE ADDRESS 2 - Sophie Howe, Wales' Future Generations Commissioner for The Well-being of Future Generations (Wales) Act - SENEDD, CARDIFF BAY

BUS TO SENEDD leaving at 1740 from front entry of Bute Building

Commitment to place - Time and generosity in architecture - Zoë Berman (WSA, Reading, Studio Berman)

Indifference as a form of generosity: Lacaton & Vassal - Antonio Lavarello (Università di Genova)

SESSION 1

OPENING OF CONFERENCE - KEYNOTE ADDRESS 1 - NATHALIE WEADICK (Irish Architecture Foundation)

(20 minute papers)

THE WAITING ROOM, TRAMSHED, CLARE ROAD, GRANGEVILLE, CARDIFF CF11 6QP

Chair: Chris Platt / Room monitor Flory Dao

Chair: Mhairi McVicar

The Waiting Room, Tramshed, Clare Road, Grangetown, Cardiff CF11 6QP

Reciprocity - What's in it for me? - Mhairi McVicar, Community Gateway, Richard Powell, Artshell

WORKSHOP 1: Chair: Mhairi McVicar / Support Flory Dao

WORKSHOP 2: Chair: Mhairi McVicar / Support Flory Dao

SESSION 11

Discussion

Apartheid, Brutalism & Blue Jeans - Albert van Jaarsveld (SEA School of Explorative Architecture)

Conditional Generosity - Charles Drozynski (WSA)

Synergic effects as practical generosity in architecture - Xavier Bonnaud (ENSAPLV)

Discussion

The Generous Beauty of the Architecture of Mies van der Rohe - Luciana Fornari Colombo (Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul)

'Think first of the walls' Surfaces of Generosity - Stephen Kite (WSA)

1.40 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

SESSION 2

SESSION 12

Discussion

Creation of a Public Space - Dr. Saima Gulzar (University of Management and Technology, Lahore-Pakistan)

Can architecture offer a poetic possibility towards mental health? - Irini Barbero (WSA)

Room 1.50 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

Discussion

A Conversation Between Architecture, Dance and Landscape - Rennie Tang (California Polytechnic University)

Illegal Architecture? - Juan Fernando Usubillaga (WSA)

Reframing Spatial Practices - Federico Wulff Barreiro (WSA) Oscar Brito González (Central St Martins)

Room 1.50 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

SESSION 3

SESSION 4

(20 minute papers)

(20 minute papers)

(20 minute papers)

Chair: Michael Corr / Room monitor Siyu Duan

Chair: Maya Husni / Room monitor Irini Barbero

Chair: Michael Corr / Room monitor Saima Gulzar

The Generosity of Telling and the Generosity of Listening - Hannah Durham (Cullinan Studio, Oxford Brookes University)

1.40 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

Discussion

Illegal Architecture? - Juan Fernando Usubillaga (WSA)

Reframing Spatial Practices - Federico Wulff Barreiro (WSA) Oscar Brito González (Central St Martins)

Room 1.50 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

Discussion

A Conversation Between Architecture, Dance and Landscape - Rennie Tang (California Polytechnic University)

Illegal Architecture? - Juan Fernando Usubillaga (WSA)

Reframing Spatial Practices - Federico Wulff Barreiro (WSA) Oscar Brito González (Central St Martins)

Room 1.50 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)

Discussion

A Conversation Between Architecture, Dance and Landscape - Rennie Tang (California Polytechnic University)

Illegal Architecture? - Juan Fernando Usubillaga (WSA)

Reframing Spatial Practices - Federico Wulff Barreiro (WSA) Oscar Brito González (Central St Martins)

Room 1.50 (First floor lecture room, accessed via basement or 2nd floor)